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Folio VII – Image Superimposition
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Elevation 021 South
Elevation 022 West

02 ZANANAH: EXTERNAL ELEVATION 22 (West)
02 ZANANAH: INTERNAL ELEVATION 31 (SOUTH)
Section 012

02 ZANANAH: INTERNAL ELEVATION 32 (West)
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03 ENCLOSURE: EXTERNAL ELEVATION 21 (SOUTH)
03 ENCLOSURE: EXTERNAL ELEVATION 22 (WEST)
03 ENCLOSURE: EXTERNAL ELEVATION 23 (NORTH)
03 ENCLOSURE: EXTERNAL ELEVATION 24 (EAST)
03 ENCLOSURE: INTERNAL ELEVATION 31 (SOUTH)
03 Enclosure: Internal Elevation 32 (West)

Section 012
03 ENCLOSURE: INTERNAL ELEVATION 33 (NORTH)
03 ENCLOSURE: INTERNAL ELEVATION 34 (EAST)
04 Entrance: External Elevation 022 (West)
Elevation 024 East